UNO and the University of Innsbruck receive the Euro-Atlantic Culture Award for International Education

This prestigious prize was awarded to the University of New Orleans and the University of Innsbruck for “their remarkable contribution to the scientific and cultural exchange between Europe and the USA.” The European Foundation for Culture “Pro Europa” supports cooperation in the areas of art and science between the European Union and the United States. The International Summer School is the cornerstone of the long-standing friendship between UNO and the University of Innsbruck.
Welcome to The Innsbruck International Summer School. I know you will enjoy your time in Austria and the opportunities you will have to learn about Europe both in the classroom and while traveling. UNO carefully selects faculty and courses that will make the most of the local setting. For the summer of 2013, I have asked the faculty to emphasize comparisons between European and U.S. policies and practices to help you better understand international issues. The professors, the UNO-Innsbruck staff members, and I will all be available to assist in making your summer a memorable experience. Innsbruck, a city of history, culture and natural beauty, will become your temporary home, and I look forward to sharing this special place and program with you next summer.

Dr. Robert L. Dupont, Academic Director - The Innsbruck International Summer School 2013

Welcome to The Innsbruck International Summer School. The University of New Orleans is proud to welcome you to the 38th session of The Innsbruck International Summer School. International study programs exist not only to fulfill your educational needs, but to introduce you to the unique and enriching attributes of foreign cultures. As you immerse yourself in the activities of your host culture, remember that, through your participation in this program, you serve as a cultural ambassador for your university and the United States. I hope that this summer your worldview will be expanded and your taste for travel will be nurtured. Again, welcome, and enjoy your summer abroad!

Dr. Peter J. Fos, President, The University of New Orleans

The decision to study abroad is an important one that entails measuring the benefits against the costs. When you choose to study with UNO in Innsbruck, you are choosing a comprehensive program that provides an incomparable value for your investment by offering you top-ranked faculty, professional and experienced staff, a stellar range of academic courses and extra-curricular activities, and superior accommodations and meals. Congratulations on your choice of an academic and financial investment that will prove invaluable to your personal development and professional career!

Alea M. Cot, Assistant Vice President for International Education

Program Administration of the International Summer School 2013

Alea Morelock Cot, M.A., Assistant Vice President & Director of International Education
Robert L. Dupont, Ph.D., Academic Director, Associate Professor of History
Peter Jorgensen, Ph.D., Visiting Assistant Academic Director, Professor Emeritus of German & Slavic Studies, The University of Georgia
Steven R. Plotkin, Judge (Retired), J.D., Assistant to the Director for Student Conduct
Irene Brameshuber Ziegler, Ph.D., Program Director, Division of International Education
Mariana Zanotti Martinez, B.A., Program Coordinator, Division of International Education

UGA as Partner Institution

The University of Georgia entered into a formal affiliation with The International Summer School in 1992. Over 1800 Georgia students and faculty have participated in this program. Credits earned transfer as appropriate credit at UGA and financial assistance is available for qualified students. Information is available through the Office of International Education, 1324 South Lumpkin Street, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602.
Tel: (706) 542-2900, Email: goabroad@uga.edu. Students may also consult UGA faculty who participate in the program.
## THE INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL 2013 COURSES

| ANTH 1010 | Peoples of the World |
| ANTH 3750 | Food and Culture in Europe |
| BA 3010 | The Legal Environment of Business |
| BA 3021 | Business Law |
| EES 1002 | Introduction to Environmental Science |
| EES 2091 | The Austrian Alps: A Dynamic Landscape |
| ECON 2221 | Money and Banking |
| ENGL 2090.1 | Travel Writing |
| ENGL 2090.3 | Fairytales: From Europe to Neverland & Back |
| ENGL 2238 | Reading Fiction |
| ENGL 2312 | International Film as Literary Art |
| FA 1010 | Art Appreciation |
| FA 1060 | Drawing I |
| FA 2202 | Historical Survey of the Arts |
| FA 2232 | Monuments of Italian Renaissance Art |
| GEOG 1356 | Human Geography: People, Places, Cultures |
| GEOG 3390 | The Geography of Human Rights: Europe’s Place in the World |
| GER 1001 | Basic German |
| HIST 2991.1 | Nazi Germany and the Second World War |
| HIST 2991.3 | Documentary Film History & New Media Production |
| HIST 3992 | Urban Development in the U.S. and Europe |
| HIST 4003 | Modern Military History |
| HIST 4346 | Postwar Europe: 1945-Present |
| ITAL 1001 | Basic Italian I |
| ITAL 1002 | Basic Italian II |
| JOUR 2791-93 | Travel Writing |
| MANG 3401 | Intro to Management and Organizational Behavior |
| MKT 3501 | Principles of Marketing |
| MKT 3505 | Consumer Behavior |
| MKT 3590 | Brands and Branding |
| MUS 1000 | Music Appreciation |
| MUS 2001 | From Mozart to The Sound of Music: The Music of Austria |
| POLI 2200 | Judicial Process |
| POLI 2700 | Introduction to World Politics |
| POLI 4770 | Modern Political Systems (Emphasis on Europe) |
| PSYC 1000 | General Psychology |
| PSYC 2091 | Understanding the Living and Aging Experiences |
| SOC 1051 | Introductory Sociology |
| SOC 4098 | Sociological Perspectives: Genocide & Holocaust |

For course descriptions and details please visit [http://inst.uno.edu/austria](http://inst.uno.edu/austria)

### FACULTY OF THE INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL 2013

Caroline Carson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Department of Music, The University of New Orleans  
Barbara Cooper, Ph.D., Visiting Senior Lecturer of Italian, Department of Romance Languages, The University of Georgia  
Robert Dupont, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Department of History, The University of New Orleans  
Ann Edwards, M.A., Instructor, Department of Anthropology, The University of New Orleans  
Wolfgang Falch, M.F.A., Visiting Assistant Professor of Fine Arts, Innsbruck, Austria  
Sanda Groome, J.D., M.B.A., Visiting Professor of Practice, Legal Studies in Business, Tulane University  
John Hulland, Ph.D., Visiting Professor, Department of Marketing, The University of Georgia  
Rhett Jackson, Ph.D., Visiting Professor, School of Forestry and Natural Resources, The University of Georgia  
Peter Jorgensen, Ph.D., Visiting Professor Emeritus, Department of German & Slavic Studies, The University of Georgia  
Alexander Lassner, Ph.D., Visiting Associate Professor of Strategy, Department of Strategy, Air War College  
Neal Maroney, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Department of Economics & Finance, The University of New Orleans  
Kim McDonald, M.A., Assistant Professor, Department of English, The University of New Orleans  
Kyeong Sam Min, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Department of Marketing & Logistics, The University of New Orleans  
Michael Mizell-Nelson, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Department of History, The University of New Orleans  
James Gordon Payne, B.A., Adjunct Instructor, Department of Management, The University of New Orleans  
Steven Plotkin, Judge (Retired), J.D., Adjunct Instructor, Department of Management, The University of New Orleans  
Leonard Poon, Ph.D., Visiting Professor Emeritus, Institute of Gerontology, The University of Georgia  
Ken Rayes, M.A., Instructor, Department of English, The University of New Orleans  
Dean Rojek, Ph.D., Visiting Associate Professor Emeritus, Department of Sociology, The University of Georgia  
Amy Ross, Ph.D., Visiting Associate Professor, Department of Geography, The University of Georgia  
Marion Wieser, Ph.D. Candidate (ABD), Department of Political Science, University of Innsbruck, Austria  
Mark Zucker, Ph.D., Visiting Professor, Department of Fine Arts, Louisiana State University
ELIGIBILITY & ADMISSION GUIDELINES for ALL STUDENTS

Undergraduates with a 2.5 GPA and graduate students with a 3.0 GPA and non-degree seeking students are eligible to apply. New students seeking college credits must meet the general admissions requirements of The University of New Orleans. Guest students from other institutions and continuing University of New Orleans students must meet the grade point requirements above. Priority will be given to students enrolled in a university program. After review of all application materials, students will be notified in writing of acceptance into The International Summer School.

HOW TO APPLY
Apply online: http://inst.uno.edu/austria/
Click on “Apply Here” to begin the application process. In addition to submitting the online application, you must complete and return all application forms before your application can be reviewed for acceptance into the program. Course selection takes place at the time of application but cannot be guaranteed until the student is accepted.

REGISTRATION & SCHEDULING
• Registration is complete upon receipt of a student’s formal application and deposit.
• Course scheduling will be arranged based on a student’s eligibility and preference list. In the event of time conflicts or if class quotas of 15 per class have been reached, students will be assigned to class quotas of 15 per class have been reached, students will be assigned to course(s) on their alternate list.
• The International Summer School requires all students to complete at least 6 hours (2 courses) and allows enrollment in 9 hours (3 courses).

On an afternoon excursion, students visit the Austrian crystal manufacturer Swarovski, where they learn about this international company and tour the exhibitions.

Some courses have precise UGA transfer equivalents, while others may have a more general transfer designation such as HIST 3T**, which indicates only the department and course level (in this case, a 3000 level History course). If needed, students may work directly with an academic advisor to determine a more precise course transfer equivalent. Students are advised to begin the Credit Approval Form process as soon as the decision to participate in the UNO Innsbruck program is made.

“Coming to Innsbruck was the best decision I have made in college.”
Courtney Matheny
The University of Georgia

UGA students should contact the UGA Office of International Education to schedule an advising appointment with a Study Abroad Advisor if they have any questions about studying abroad, the credit transfer process, Credit Approval Form, scholarships, or financial aid.

UGA Office of International Education:
(706) 542 - 2900 - goabroad@uga.edu

The Credit Approval Form needs to be on file in the OIE in order to receive federal, state or institutional financial aid, including HOPE, Zell Miller, and other scholarships for studying abroad. UGA students are also eligible for the Ambassador Awards and can get more information about these in the OIE. UGA financial aid, such as the HOPE scholarship and book allowances, is based on the number of credits students earn during the program and is calculated at the UGA tuition rate. Students can obtain a Credit Approval Form in the Study Abroad Office on 1324 South Lumpkin Street or download it from the Download Forms section of the OIE website:
www.uga.edu/oie/sa_forms.htm

Greg Masiello
The University of Georgia

UGA students earn non-resident, transfer credit issued by The University of New Orleans, and grades earned on this program are calculated into the students’ overall GPA at UGA. Students should work with their Academic Advisor to complete and sign the Credit Approval Form and determine how the UNO Innsbruck classes will transfer and apply to specific UGA degree requirements or electives. UGA equivalents for courses offered in The International Summer School are listed on the UNO website, as well as the UGA Credit Approval Form.

“Dave’s a very important part of Innsbruck. It’s kind of a tradition, he’s always been there for us.”
Society Professor Dean Rojek
The University of Georgia

Drawing instructor Wolfgang Falch often takes his students outside to practice on real-life objects.

“‘The highlight of the program is to come home to Innsbruck every Sunday evening after having the freedom to travel through Europe on the weekends.’”
Sam Tumlin
The University of Georgia

Sociology Professor Dean Rojek with his students at the University of Innsbruck classroom building.

“‘This program helped me learn a lot about myself, and I now am more confident about what I want to do with my life.’”
Chelsea Armstrong
The University of New Orleans

Our student Ambassadors, who receive financial assistance, help prepare for the annual Jambalaya Night.
CURRICULUM
In keeping with the purpose of The International Summer School, courses are enhanced by the setting in Austria and Europe. A concerted effort is made in all courses to reinforce the classroom instruction with the rich cultural surroundings. All courses are taught in English. However, students are urged to take a German language course either before or during the summer for a better appreciation of the European experience.

EXAMS, TRANSCRIPTS & CERTIFICATES
• Mid-term and final examinations will be given in all courses. Class attendance is required of every student.
• An official transcript from The University of New Orleans will be sent to each student’s home institution at no extra cost.
• A special certificate from The International Summer School will be awarded to students who complete nine hours with academic distinction (at least two A’s and one B).
• All students will also receive a certificate of attendance reflecting course grades.

“Best study abroad! My highlights were meeting new friends and seeing Europe.”
Ruth Wellborn
The University of Alabama

All courses listed will carry three credit hours, unless otherwise indicated. The academic regulations at The University of New Orleans will apply in Innsbruck as well. Freshmen and sophomores are eligible to enroll in courses numbered 1000 and 2000, and upperclassmen (over 59 hours of credit) may take any of these courses, as well as those numbered either 3000 or 4000. Graduate students are eligible to enroll for graduate credit in courses numbered 4000 and above.

NOTE: Guest students are responsible for securing approval from their home institutions for the courses they wish to take.

UNIVERSITY OF INNSBRUCK
The Leopold-Franzens University of Innsbruck, founded in 1669 by Emperor Leopold I, is recognized today as a major European institution of higher learning and research. A long-standing formal Friendship Agreement with the University of Innsbruck affords UNO special access to the resources and faculty of this great European university. Since 1976, almost 9,000 students have spent their summers at The International Summer School on the campus of the University of Innsbruck. Moreover, hundreds of Austrian students have studied at The University of New Orleans, many of them for a year or longer. As a result, no university in the world has welcomed as many students from the University of Innsbruck as The University of New Orleans.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
The University of New Orleans and The International Summer School strongly believe that the European educational experience should be made available to as many qualified students as possible. To this end, a limited number of awards are available to UNO and UGA students who exhibit high academic achievement, can clearly demonstrate financial need, and whose academic plans will benefit most from this experience. Recipients are designated as Ambassadors and are expected to assist during and after the program. For further information contact the UNO Division of International Education.

Any student may be eligible to use financial aid, grants, or other forms of financial assistance for this program. Non-UNO students must apply for Financial Aid at their home institution.

SUMMER SCHOOL COSTS
Program Cost: $5,295.00
This includes:
• tuition for up to 9 credit hours
• university fees
• transcript fees
• accommodations in a double room
• full breakfast and luncheon buffets on all class days
• opening and closing ceremonies
• other social functions
• some class field trips
• round-trip bus transportation between the Munich airport and Innsbruck
• nursing services and comprehensive medical insurance
Not included in the program cost:
• transatlantic airfare
• passport fees
• telephone calls
• meals other than those specified
• Eurailpass
• weekend travel
• textbooks
• any items of a personal nature
For Payment Terms and Cancellation & Refund Policy see back cover.

“Amazing and life-changing experience! Everything I wanted to see we visited on field trips. Everything was a highlight!”
Caroline Mitchell
The University of Mississippi

“My classes were amazing.”
David Reyes
The University of New Orleans

“Best study abroad! My highlights were meeting new friends and seeing Europe.”
Ruth Wellborn
The University of Alabama
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GENERAL INFORMATION ON TRANSPORTATION

TRAVEL DATES
The International Summer School 2013 starts on June 29 and ends on August 9. To arrive on June 29, you must depart the U.S. on June 28 (overnight flight). All students must check into the dormitory by 5:30 pm on June 29, in time for the mandatory orientation. Return date is August 9.

AIRPORT TRANSFER
The program will provide round-trip bus transfers from the Munich airport to the dormitory in Innsbruck on June 29, 2013, with return on August 9. All program participants can use this transfer service, provided they book their flights in accordance with the transfer schedule, posted on the program website.

RAILPASSES
For weekend travels through Europe and travels before and/or after the program, rail is the best and cheapest mode of transportation. We recommend a Eurailpass, which must be purchased in the U.S. before departure. Students may purchase their Eurailpass independently or from ITS Tours. To learn more about Eurailpasses, visit the program web site. As Eurailpasses are based on the exchange rate between USD and Euros, the railpass price is not fixed until it is actually purchased.

GROUP FLIGHT DETAILS
For information on how to book a seat with ITS Tours, please read this information carefully:

Payment Terms:
A $300 deposit by credit card or check is required at the time of booking space in the group airblock. The deposit is refundable if written notice is received by ITS Tours by February 22, 2013.

Final payment by check or credit card will be due no later than March 22, 2013, and is non-refundable once received by ITS Tours. Therefore we very strongly recommend the purchase of travel insurance from ITS Tours (see below).

ITS Tours must receive full payment by March 22, 2013 in order to issue a ticket at the group rate. However, please keep in mind that group space on each airline is limited and is provided on a first-come, first-served basis and may not be available if participants wait until this date. After March 22, 2013, tickets will be available at the prevailing individual rate on the date of purchase.

Please be aware that group seats are blocked by ITS Tours a year in advance of the proposed travel dates and the airlines are guaranteeing a fixed base rate for the seats regardless of what happens with the airfares. Because of this, at times, there may be individual seats available for instant purchase online or directly with the airline(s) that may be lower priced than the group airfares. These types of tickets must be purchased instantly, however, and only a very limited number of seats will be available for sale. The group base rate ITS Tours has negotiated is the same for all travelers in the group and is guaranteed not to change as long as all deadlines are adhered to. Note, however, that the group rates quoted in the text on the left include all government taxes, airline surcharges, airport fees, and fuel surcharges on the date this information is printed for publication. ITS Tours is responsible to inform all participants who have made a flight reservation with them of any changes in the price of the ticket or any additional charges. Please note that some fees may apply for checked and/or carry-on luggage. For each airline’s baggage and frequent flier mileage accrual policy, refer to the respective web site. For travel regulations by the Transportation Security Administration, please visit: www.tsa.gov/travelers.

ITS Tours accepts checks, VISA, MasterCard or American Express credit cards for all payments. Credit card payments must be accompanied by an authorization form completed by the actual cardholder. Please advise ITS Tours in your initial correspondence of your preferred method of payment. Once you have applied to The International Summer School, ITS Tours will e-mail you the details regarding the group flight and Eurailpasses.

Students are urged to book and make their deposit early in order to ensure a reservation. Space can only be guaranteed once ITS Tours has received your payment information and signed authorization. Again, group space is limited and is provided on a first-come, first-served basis. Reservations for connecting domestic flights are made at the time of booking and deposit.

Tickets will be electronic and will include a group flight passenger receipt and flight itineraries. Bus transfer information (pick-up point, departure time, etc.) will be sent to each person and will also be available on the program web site. Group tickets are issued approx. 30-45 days before departure. Once a ticket has been issued, it will be non-transferable, non-changeable, and non-refundable for any reason including medical reasons. In addition, no partial credit for unused tickets will be granted nor will credit toward future travel be granted if all or part of a ticket has been cancelled or used. Cancellation of a reservation will incur penalties; details will be provided upon request.

When full payment has been received, the airline will place participants into the “block” of seats assigned to the group on each aircraft. Specific seat requests cannot be honored in advance of airport check-in. It is possible to request a change from the “block” upon check-in with each respective air carrier but a change from the pre-assigned “block” seat may not be granted before airport check-in. Frequent flier numbers may only be presented to each specific air carrier upon check-in with that specific carrier and will not be accepted in advance.

Travel Insurance:
Because your payment is non-refundable once received by ITS Tours, The International Summer School, ITS Tours and all airlines involved strongly recommend each participant consider purchasing appropriate travel insurance for trip cancellation and bag gage loss. Each participant and/or purchaser of travel insurance is solely responsible for understanding the possible limitations associated with the travel insurance they decide to purchase. Please check with ITS Tours for coverage and quotes.

Other Travel:
ITS Tours will also be able to make any other travel arrangements before and/or after the program. If you plan to travel independently in Europe before and/or after the scheduled Innsbruck program, ITS Tours can help arrange this travel for you. This may save you some money. It may be possible to fly back with the group flights even if your flight to Europe was different than the scheduled group flights, as long as your flights are arranged through ITS Tours. Different conditions may apply if you make alternate travel arrangements with ITS Tours. These deviations will be handled separately by an international air expert from ITS Tours.
WEEKEND TRAVEL

Students take a weekend trip to Amsterdam.

Classes are scheduled from Monday to Thursday, except for the first week when classes are also held on Friday. Most of these long weekends are free for students’ individual travel and offer a wonderful opportunity to explore Europe.

“\[This program has been amazing in every way! The location and people are great. I met friends I will have for the rest of my life. Work hard and really use the short amount of time you have here!\]”
Charlotte Blount
University of Texas at Austin

CLASS FIELD TRIPS

Most students in The International Summer School will enjoy the opportunity to take class field trips within Innsbruck, as well as other parts of Austria and across international borders to Italy and Germany. These trips are integral to the courses and are conducted by the professor of each class. Most short excursions require no additional expense in order to participate.

Some of the Business classes tour the BMW plant and museum in Munich, Germany.

We are convinced that these field trips provide some of the real highlights and exceptional experiences of The International Summer School. Students should consult the individual course descriptions provided in the online Summer Course Guide for details about required field trips, or call The International Summer School office for more information. Students are advised not to miss any required field trip(s) as this could result in academic/participation penalties.

“\[Learning outside the classroom is an important aspect of the program. These students are on a class field trip to Berchtesgaden, where they learn about Hitler’s “Eagle’s Nest” and the Second World War.\]”

Patrick Hall
The University of New Orleans

HOUSING

The International Summer School includes housing at a dormitory in Innsbruck. The facility offers furnished rooms with a private bathroom and shower. Internet access is available in all rooms. Most rooms are doubles, but single rooms are available for a fee of $550.00. (Please see web site for details.) A full breakfast buffet is served in the dorm on class days.

“\[Great dorms! I loved traveling on weekends and feeling like Innsbruck was our home.\]”
Morgan Francy
Southern Methodist University

The Rössl dormitory, in the background, is an easy walk from the classroom building across the bridge.

DISABILITY ACCOMMODATIONS

The University of New Orleans is committed to making The International Summer School and all of its programs accessible and friendly to students with documented disabilities. Persons requiring special accommodations must notify the Program Director at the earliest possible date so that their needs may be properly assessed and reasonably accommodated.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

CONTACT US:
Phone: (504) 280-7116
Email: innsbruck@uno.edu
Program Director: Irene Ziegler
Program Coordinator: Mariana Martinez
Student Assistants:
Melanie Leduc and Amanda McGilvray

PASSPORT & VISAS
A valid passport is required for everyone traveling to Europe. For passport fees, application instructions and forms, see the U.S. Department of State site: www.travel.state.gov/passport

It is strongly suggested that you apply for your passport as soon as possible, and no later than April.

All foreign students requiring visas for travel in European countries must secure those visas before arrival in Europe. The Division of International Education assumes no responsibility for visas.

MEDICAL INSURANCE
All students will be covered by a comprehensive study abroad medical insurance plan that is included in the cost of the program. This policy provides for accident, medical expenses, emergency medical and evacuation, repatriation of remains, and family assistance coverage. Extended coverage at additional cost is also available. A brochure fully detailing the insurance plan will be provided to each student. The policy does not cover trip cancellation or baggage loss. Such a policy is available for purchase from ITS Tours or other travel agencies and is strongly recommended. (See left page)

Charlotte Blount
University of Texas at Austin

“\[This program has been amazing in every way! The location and people are great. I met friends I will have for the rest of my life. Work hard and really use the short amount of time you have here!\]”
Charlotte Blount
University of Texas at Austin

Patrick Hall
The University of New Orleans

Staff members Irene, Mariana and Melanie join in on an evening hike outside of Innsbruck.

“\[All of the field trips and afternoon activities were great!\]”
Patrick Hall
The University of New Orleans
DATES TO REMEMBER

APPLICATION: Apply as early as possible. Enrollment is limited, and courses are restricted to 15 students. Admission to the program, selection of courses, and rooms are determined by the Division of International Education at UNO after a full review of all application materials. A deposit of $300.00 is due with the application, $150.00 of which is a non-refundable application fee.

FLIGHT: $300 deposit is due as early as possible to secure a space on the group flight with ITS Tours.

- March 1, 2013 - Program balance of $4,995.00 is due.
- March 22, 2013 - Last day to make full payment for group air ticket.
- May 1, 2013 - Last day to make course changes.
- June 28, 2013 - Group flights depart to Munich.
- June 29, 2013 - Bus transfer from Munich to Innsbruck (until 12:00 noon). Check-in at the dormitory in Innsbruck. Mandatory orientation.
- August 9, 2013 - Bus transfer to Munich. Return flights to the U.S.A.

PAYMENT TERMS & SCHEDULE

- Please make all payments promptly. We cannot guarantee a place in the program unless all payments are made on schedule.
- A deposit of $300.00 is required with the application ($150.00 of which are a non-refundable application fee).
- The balance of program cost ($4,995.00) is due by March 1, 2013.
- Those applying after March 1 (provided that space is available) must remit the entire program cost with the application.
- You can pay securely online or mail a check (payable to The University of New Orleans) to:

THE INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL
Division of International Education, ED 115
The University of New Orleans
2000 Lakeshore Drive
New Orleans, LA 70148

REFUND & CANCELLATION POLICY

- All monies will be refunded in full to students who are not accepted into The International Summer School less the $150.00 application fee.
- The $150.00 deposit is fully refundable if a student withdraws from the program voluntarily by March 1, 2013.
- A cancellation fee of $500.00 (plus $150 non-refundable application fee) will be assessed for cancellations after March 1.
- A cancellation fee of $750.00 (plus $150 non-refundable application fee) will be assessed for cancellations after May 1.
- For cancellations made after May 1, and until 11 days before the start of the program, only those monies that can be recovered from vendors by the university will be refunded, less the $750.00 cancellation fee and $150.00 non-refundable application fee.
- If a student withdraws within 10 days before the commencement of the program, NO REFUNDS WILL BE MADE.
- The effective date of cancellation shall be the date that such written notice is received by the Program Director of the International Summer School at the address above or by email to innsbruck@uno.edu.
- Refund policies apply to all students regardless of date of application or circumstance.

NOTE: The participant remains ultimately responsible for the payment of all program costs regardless of any circumstances such as but not limited to the deferment of payments against the anticipated arrival of financial aid.